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The production of the lateral sounds involves airflow paths around the tongue produced by the
laterally inward movement of the tongue toward the midsagittal plane. If contact is made with the
palate, a closure is formed in the flow path along the midsagittal line. The effects of the lateral
channels on the sound spectrum are not clear. In this study, a vocal-tract model with parallel lateral
channels and a supralingual cavity was developed. Analysis shows that the lateral channels with
dimensions derived from magnetic resonance images of an American English /l/ are able to produce
a pole–zero pair in the frequency range of 2–5 kHz. This pole–zero pair, together with an additional
pole–zero pair due to the supralingual cavity, results in a low-amplitude and relatively flat spectral
shape in theF3 –F5 frequency region of the /l/ sound spectrum. ©2004 Acoustical Society of
America. @DOI: 10.1121/1.1645248#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Bk, 43.70.Fq@AL # Pages: 1274–1280
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I. INTRODUCTION

Research on vocal-tract acoustics requires accurate m
els of sound propagation through complex geometr
formed by the articulators. The production of /l/ sounds i
volves one or two lateral channels which are airflow pat
around the tongue produced by laterally inward movemen
the tongue toward the midsagittal plane~Stevens, 1998!. In
cases where the tongue makes contact with the palate,
airflow above the tongue terminates at the contact po
along the midsagittal line, giving rise to a ‘‘cul-de-sac’’ su
pralingual side branch to the main airflow pathways of t
lateral channels~Fig. 1!. When two lateral channels are
formed, they split at a point determined by the approach
the tongue dorsum to the teeth, and join again anterior to
lingual–alveolar contact.

The effects of these geometric features on the acous
of the vocal tract are not clear. In particular, the lateral liqu
/l/ is generally characterized by pole–zero clusters arou
2–5 kHz in its spectrum. Figure 2 shows a spectrogram
the word ‘‘bell’’ produced by a male speaker and Fig. 3 com
pares spectra during the vowel /}/ and the following /l/. The
resonances around 2200 and 3200 Hz during the vowel (F3
andF4) are absent during the /l/ due to zeros. In fact, the
spectrum is fairly flat between 1600 and 3400 Hz. Althou
details differ, this scenario holds true for both ‘‘dark’’ an
‘‘light’’ allophones of /l/ ~Lehman and Swartz, 2000!. Due to
the existence of reported data, this paper will concentr
primarily on accounting for /l/’s as produced in America
English. However, the issue of accounting for the acoust
of lateral channels is general to the class of lateral sound

There are several possible source~s! of the zeros during
/l/ sounds, and their relative contribution to the acous
spectrum for /l/ remains unclear. One possible source is
midsagittal supralingual side branch~Fant, 1970; Stevens,
1998; Bangayanet al., 1999; Narayanan and Kaun, 1999!.
An additional source of zeros may be produced when th

a!Electronic mail: zhaoyan@glue.umd.edu
b!Electronic mail: espy@glue.umd.edu
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are two lateral channels and they are of different length
Prahler~1998! has shown that uniform lateral channels tha
have the same length produce a pole–zero pair at the sa
frequency location so that they cancel each other. Thus,
net result is an all-pole spectrum. If, on the other hand, t
lateral channels are of different lengths, then the poles a
zeros will be at different frequencies. Specifically, Prahl
has shown that when the lateral channels are uniform, but
different lengths, the combined length of the lateral channe
needs to be around 16 cm long to produce zeros in the reg
around 2 kHz. This required length of the lateral channe
however, is much higher than that measured from MRI da
~Narayananet al., 1997; Zhanget al., 2003! or speculated by
Fant~1970!. As we discuss below, such long lateral channe
may not be needed to produce a zero in theF3 –F5 region if
we assume more realistic lateral channels with nonunifo
areas.

In this paper, we develop a simple tube vocal-tra
model for /l/ that includes both a supralingual side branc
and one or two lateral channels. Even though MRI data o
tained from a male speaker are used to determine dim
sions, the purpose of this study is not to explore the spec
vocal-tract shape of a particular individual. Instead, our pu
pose is to investigate the possible sources of the pole–z
clusters in American English /l/ and the frequency ranges
which they are likely to occur.

II. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

A. Vocal-tract acoustic response

There have been considerable efforts in the developm
of computer vocal-tract models. Maeda~1982! developed a
time-domain method to calculate the vocal-tract acoustic
sponse function for the vowels and nasal sounds, in whi
the nasal tract is modeled as a side branch to the vocal tr
This method was modified by Jacksonet al. ~2001! to ac-
commodate an additional side branch needed to model
sublingual cavity of American English /r/’s. To understan
better the production of American English /l/, Prahler~1998!
developed a vocal-tract model that included uniform lossle
/115(3)/1274/7/$20.00 © 2004 Acoustical Society of America
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lateral channels, but no side branches. Until this study, th
was no vocal-tract model that included both side branc
and lateral channels, as in the case of /l/ sounds.

In this study, a new frequency-domain model for t
vocal-tract acoustic response~VTAR! was developed. The
vocal tract is decomposed into various modules such
single tubes, branching, and lateral channels. For a sin
tube module the input and output pressures and volume
locities are related by a transfer matrix

F pin

U in
G5KF pout

Uout
G5F A B

C DG F pout

Uout
G , ~1!

where A, B, C, and D are the coefficients of the transfe
matrix K, and depend on the properties of the air and
vocal-tract wall.

The transfer matrix can be calculated using t
transmission-line model. The single tube is simulated a
concatenation of cylindrical sections with lengths far le
than the acoustic wavelength. Assuming plane-wave pro

FIG. 1. Schematic of airflow paths above~dotted line! and around the
tongue~dashed line! during /l/ sound production. Tracing is from MRI dat
collected during the sustained /l/ sound produced by the subject used fo
study.

FIG. 2. Spectrogram of word ‘‘bell.’’

FIG. 4. Transmission line representation of the vocal tract.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Z. Zha
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gation, each cylindrical section is represented by an ana
circuit as shown in Fig. 4. The transmission-line model h
been discussed extensively in many studies~cf. Flanagan,
1972!. The exact expressions for each circuit element used
this study are given as follows:

Ra5
lP

2S2
Avrm

2
, La5

r l

2S
v,

Ca5
lS

rc2
v, Ga5Pl

h21

rc2
A lv

2Cpr
, ~2!

Lw5
m

lP
v, Rw5

b

lP
, Cw5

lP

k
v,

wherev is the angular frequency of interest,l is the length of
the cylindrical section,S is the tube area,P is the cylindrical
circumference,r is the air density,c is the speed of sound,m
is the viscosity,l is the coefficient of heat conduction,h is
the adiabatic constant,Cp is the specific heat of air at con
stant pressure, andm, b, and k are the mass, mechanica
resistance, and the stiffness of the wall per unit area of
tube, respectively. This model includes the losses due to
flow viscosity, heat conduction, and vocal-tract wall vibr
tion. The overall transfer matrix of the single tube is simp
the product of the transfer matrix of each cylindrical sectio

If a branching configuration is present in the vocal tra
@Fig. 5~a!#, such as the coupling of the nasal tract, a subl
gual cavity, or supralingual cavity to the vocal tract, an ex

FIG. 3. Spectra during the vowel /}/ ~top figure! and the following /l/~bot-
tom figure!.

this
1275ng and C. Y. Espy-Wilson: Vocal-tract model for lateral sounds
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branch-coupling matrix is used to relate the state variab
across the branching point~Sondhi and Schroeter, 1987!

F p1

U1
G5F 1 0

1/Z3 1G F p2

U2
G , or F p1

U1
G5F 1 0

1/Z2 1G F p3

U3
G ,

~3!

where Z2 and Z3 are the input impedances of the sid
branches 2 and 3, respectively.

The lateral channels are modeled as two single chann
joined together at both ends. Therefore, the two lateral ch
nels have the same input and output pressures@Fig. 5~b!#.
Assume for each lateral channel that the input and out
state variables are related by

F pin,i

U in,i
G5KiF pout,i

Uout,i
G . ~4!

Applying boundary conditions and flow continuity, simpl
algebraic manipulation leads to a relationship between
input and output of the lateral channels

F pin

U in
G5F A1B21A2B1

B11B2

B1B2

B11B2

C11C22
~D12D2!~A12A2!

B11B2

D1B21D2B1

B11B2

G
3F pout

Uout
G . ~5!

The entire vocal tract is modeled by combining the a
propriate modules and multiplying the individual transfe
matrices in an order corresponding to their geometric loc
tion. This modeling results in a single equation relating t
pressures and volume velocities at the glottis and the lips

F pg

Ug
G5KF pl

Ul
G5F A B

C DG F pl

Ul
G . ~6!

The acoustic response function can be calculated as

20 log10uUl /Ugu520 log10~1/~CZl1D !!, ~7!

whereZl is the radiation impedance at the lips.

B. Code validation

The VTAR model was first validated against Maeda
model ~1982! for the simplest case of vowel production
Maeda’s model was chosen because it is publicly availa
and widely accepted. A comparison of the calculated fo
mants for the high front vowel /i/ as in ‘‘heed’’ using Mae
da’s model and VTAR, with and without radiation load

FIG. 5. Models for~a! tube branching and~b! lateral channels.
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shows close agreement, within 4 percent. The side bra
module was validated against Jacksonet al.’s ~2001! model
and complete agreement was obtained.

Since there are no direct data or models for the late
channels, data for nasalized vowels were used in this stud
validate the lateral channel module. Like /l/’s that are pr
duced with two lateral channels, nasalized vowels are p
duced with two airflow paths, the oral tract and the nas
tract. In addition, the posterior end of the two paths has
same pressure, assuming plane-wave propagation. The di
ence between the production of nasalized vowels and
sounds is that, for the nasal sounds, the two paths gene
have different radiation impedances and therefore differ
termination pressures, while the two lateral channels of
have the same termination pressure. Therefore, if the ra
tion impedance is neglected, nasalized vowels can be m
eled using the lateral channel model. Data for a nasaliz
vowel /i/ and Maeda’s simulation code were used in the va
dation. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the voc
tract acoustic response functions predicted using Maed
code and that obtained from the VTAR program. Zero rad
tion was imposed at both the nose and mouth. The agreem
is very good, although there is some mismatch in the spec
amplitude around the first zero frequency~around 600 Hz!.
These errors are expected in regions around resonances
antiresonances where losses are important. The poss
source of error is the different loss formulations used in t
time-domain method~Maeda’s model! and the frequency do-
main method VTAR.

C. Uniform lateral channels

For lateral channels consisting of uniform lossless tub
the input and output pressure and volume velocity of ea
tube are related by~Kinsler et al., 2000!

F pin,i

U in,i
G5F cos~2kl i ! 2

j rc

Si
sin~2kl i !

Si

j rc
sin~2kl i ! cos~2kl i !

G F pout,i

Uout,i
G ,
~8!

FIG. 6. Comparison between the vocal-tract acoustic response function
dicted from Maeda’s code~solid line! and VTAR~dashed line!, for nasalized
vowel /i/, with zero radiation impedance.
Z. Zhang and C. Y. Espy-Wilson: Vocal-tract model for lateral sounds
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wherek is the wave number, andSi and l i are the area and
length of theith tube, respectively. Neglecting the radiatio
at the lateral channels outlet, substitution of Eq.~8! into Eq.
~5! yields

Uout

U in
5

S1 sinkl21S2 sinkl1
S1 coskl1 sinkl21S2 sinkl1 coskl2

. ~9!

The terms in the right-hand side of Eq.~9! have specific
physical meanings. The two terms in the numerator repres
the volume velocity at the outlets of the two channels. Sim
larly, the two terms in the denominator represent the in
volume velocity of the two channels. AssumingS2.S1 al-
lows Eq.~9! to be rewritten as

Uout

U in
5

2 sink
l 11 l 2,z

2
cosk

l 12 l 2,z

2

sink~ l 11 l 2,p!
, ~10!

where l 2,z and l 2,p are the effective zero and pole length o
the second lateral channel, respectively, and are defined

sinkl2,z5~s1 /s2!sinkl2
~11!

sink~ l 11 l 2,p!5sinkl1 coskl21~s1 /s2!sinkl2 coskl1 .

They represent the effective lengths the second chan
needs to be to have volume velocities canceling out with
volume velocity from the first channel at the outlet~therefore
a zero! and inlet~therefore a pole!, respectively.

Two types of zeros in the acoustic response function
the lateral channels can be identified from Eq.~10!. The first
set of zeros is at multiples of the frequenciesc/( l 11 l 2,z).
This frequency corresponds to the total-length resonance
which most of the input airflow circulates in between the tw
channels. The second set of zeros is at odd multiples of
frequenciesc/@2(l 12 l 2,z)#. This set of frequencies corre
sponds to the half-wavelength antiresonance frequency
approximately the difference in the lengths of the later
channels, in which sound waves at the outlet of the late
channels are 180° out of phase with each other. The sec
type of zeros normally occurs at high frequencies since th
are related to the length differences. However, in the case
two nonuniform lateral channels, the effective length ofl 2,z

can be very different froml 1 , yielding zeros that may appea
in the low-frequency range of human speech.

In general, the two effective lengths are functions
both the area ratio and length ratio of the two channels. C
sider two special cases in which the two channels have
same lengths and the same areas, respectively. For
cases, the two effective lengths are the same and equal to
length of the wider lateral channels. Equation~10! reduces to

Uout

U in
55

1/coskl l 5 l 15 l 2

cosk
l 12 l 2

2

cosk
l 11 l 2

2

S15S2.
~12!

When the lateral channels have the same length but diffe
areas, the second set of zeros does not exist and the firs
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Z. Zha
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of zeros is canceled by poles so that the vocal-tract acou
response function consists only of poles. In this case,
lateral channels do not contribute any zero to the sound sp
tra, as shown in Prahler~1998!. When the lateral channels
have the same areas but different lengths, the first set
zeros is also canceled out by poles. However, the second
of zeros remains, and the lateral channels will contribu
zeros to the sound spectra.

It should be noted that lateral channels are usually asy
metric in real speech production. The changes in the acou
impedance due to the area variation will modify the sou
field, and change the phase of the sound waves arriving
the outlets, thereby changing the effective length. The effe
tive lengths of the two channels, due to the area variation,
different even if the two channels have the same lengths@Eq.
~11!#. Therefore, the lateral channels always produce pol
zero pairs in real speech production.

III. DATA

Two sets of data were used in the study to illustrate t
individual contributions from the supralingual cavity and th
lateral channels with reasonable dimensions. The first se
data, which is referred to as the real data or real area fu
tions, is cross-sectional area functions obtained from M
images of the vocal tract during a sustained /l/ producti
~Zhang et al., 2003! by the same speaker producing th
‘‘bell’’ word shown earlier. The MRI-derived area function is
shown in Fig. 7. Notice that the real area function is nonun
form along the length.

The axial length of the midsagittal closure is general
very small, about 1–2 cm long~Narayananet al., 1997!.
However, the flow split, therefore the starting point of th
lateral channels and the supralingual cavity, may occur a
position posterior to the midsagittal closure. The velocity a
the pressure may show different amplitudes and phases,
therefore needs to be modeled acoustically as separate c
nels. The lateral inward bracing of the tongue may also he
the early flow split into two or three channels. In the da
processing~Zhanget al., 2003!, the vocal-tract cross sections
in the region immediately posterior to the midsagittal closu
were divided into three regions~the supralingual cavity and

FIG. 7. MRI-derived area functions of the vocal tract, lateral channels~left
and right!, and supralingual cavity~midsagittal!.
1277ng and C. Y. Espy-Wilson: Vocal-tract model for lateral sounds
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two lateral channels!, and their area functions are also show
in Fig. 7. The supralingual cavity and the lateral chann
therefore start posterior at the same location.

The second set of data is the simple-tube data deri
from the real MRI-derived area functions. The simple-tu
model, as manifested by its name, simplifies the geometr
the vocal tract and its acoustic complexity, and therefore
ables us to easily identify the articulatory affiliation of th
formants. The simple-tube data were obtained by first div
ing the whole vocal tract into several sections. As shown
Fig. 8, the model consists of a back cavity, a pharyng
constriction, a middle cavity, two lateral channels, a fro
cavity, and a supralingual cavity modeling the space betw
the tongue and the palate posterior to the oral closure in
midsagittal line. If the pharyngeal constriction is weak, t
first three tubes may be combined into one long back ca
with area perturbations in the middle range~see Stevens
1998!. The area of each section is obtained by averaging
area function over its length. The dimensions of the sim
tube model used in this study are shown in Table I. Note t
the two lateral channels have the same length in Table I

Acoustic recordings of a sustained /l/ were also obtain
from the same speaker while in supine position at a differ
time from the MRI recordings. The speaker was attempt
to duplicate the sustained /l/ produced during the MRI s
sion.

IV. SIMULATIONS

We consider three simulation cases to help us unders
the contributions of the supralingual cavity and the late
channels in the production of /l/. In the first two simulation
the whole vocal-tract model except the supralingual cav
was used to investigate the possible contributions of the
eral channels alone to the /l/ spectrum. The supralingual c
ity was then included in the vocal-tract model in the thi
simulation and its effects on the spectrum were stud
Simple-tube data were used unless otherwise mentioned

FIG. 8. Simple-tube model of the vocal tract for /l/ sound production

TABLE I. Dimensions of simple-tube model of /l/ sounds used in simu
tions. Values in parentheses are used in simulation A for lateral channe
different lengths.

Length Area

Back cavity 5.7 1.4734
Pharyngeal constriction 4.3 0.5098
Middle cavity 3.9 5.7064
Lateral channel 1 4.2~5.0! 1.011
Lateral channel 2 4.2~3.4! 0.963
Front cavity 0.7 1.9290
Supralingual cavity 3.1 3.9807
1278 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004
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A. Lateral channels of different lengths

The first simulation considers the case of uniform latera
channels with different lengths~the values in parentheses in
Table I!. The supralingual cavity was excluded to isolate th
effects of the lateral channels on the acoustic response fu
tion. Figure 9 shows the calculated vocal-tract acoustic r
sponse function. Also shown in the figure is the acoust
response function obtained when the two lateral channels a
combined into one single tube with area equal to the sum
the area of the two separate lateral channels. The presenc
two lateral channels gives rise to zeros in the acoustic r
sponse function, as compared with the all-pole spectrum
the lateral channels are modeled as a single tube. A zero
around 4 kHz is present in Fig. 9, which corresponds to th
first type of zero for the total length of 8.4 cm for the latera
channels.

B. Lateral channels of equal length

Figure 10 shows the acoustic response function calc
lated for the case of uniform lateral channels of equal lengt
As discussed earlier, uniform channels of equal length do n
produce zeros in the spectrum. However, this is not true
the real area functions of the lateral channels are used,
shown in Fig. 10 with the dash-dotted line. Note that a pole

la-
ls of

FIG. 9. Vocal-tract acoustic response function for simple-tube model wit
two uniform lateral channels of different lengths, modeled using later
channel model~solid line! and with two lateral channels combined into one
single tube with an area equal to the combined areas of the two late
channels~dash-dotted line!. Without supralingual cavity.

FIG. 10. Vocal-tract acoustic response functions for simple-tube model wi
two lateral channels of same lengths and uniform~solid line! and nonuni-
form ~dash-dotted line! real area function. Without supralingual cavity.
Z. Zhang and C. Y. Espy-Wilson: Vocal-tract model for lateral sounds
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zero pair appears around 2.4 kHz in the resulting spectru
The pole–zero pair occurs because the effective lengths
the two channels are unequal due to the nonuniform a
functions, according to Eqs.~10! and ~11!. The nonuniform
lateral channels of equal length in this case are essentially
same as uniform lateral channels of different length, as
simulation A. Therefore, zeros are produced even when
two nonuniform lateral channels are of the same length.

Note that the two lateral channels in both simulations
and B have the same combined length~8.4 cm!. However,
the zero frequency in simulation B~around 2.4 kHz seen in
Fig. 10! is much lower than that in simulation A~around 4
kHz seen in Fig. 9! where the lateral channels were also o
unequal length but uniform area. The nonuniformity of th
area function effectively increases the combined length,
sulting in a lower frequency for the zero. This implies that,
real speech production, the lateral channels do not need to
as long as 8 cm to produce zeros in the 2–3-kHz range. I
interesting to note that the zero at 2.4 kHz correspon
roughly to a first type of zeros of a combined length of 14
cm if the lateral channels are of uniform area. This length
close to that required in Prahler’s work~16 cm! to produce
zeros in the range of 2–3 kHz.

C. Supralingual cavity

The addition of the supralingual cavity to the model re
sults in the acoustic response function shown in Fig. 1
Uniform simple-tube data were used for the whole voc
tract except the lateral channels, for which real area data w
used. The supralingual cavity, as a side branch, gives rise
an additional zero around 2.8 kHz. The frequency of the ze
corresponds to the first quarter-wavelength resonance o
supralingual cavity of length 3.1 cm. The two pole–zer
pairs cluster in the range of 2–3 kHz, which coincides wi
the range ofF3 –F4 for vowels. The prominence of the
nearby formants (F3 andF4) is weakened by the presenc
of the zeros.

In the production of the lateral sounds, the supralingu
cavity is, of course, not uniform in area. In most cases, t
supralingual cavity has a tapering area function towards
lingual–alveolar constriction. This tapering actually de
creases the effective length of the supralingual cavi

FIG. 11. Vocal-tract acoustic response function for simple-tube model w
two nonuniform lateral channels of equal length and a uniform supraling
cavity.
J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004 Z. Zha
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thereby increasing its corresponding zero frequencies,
shown by the solid line in Fig. 12. In this case, the real ar
function of the supralingual cavity was used.

Also shown in Fig. 12 is the acoustic response functi
calculated when the real area function was used for
whole vocal tract. The pole values are slightly changed as
real area function reflects more fine features which t
simple-tube data fail to include. These changes in the lo
tions of the poles and zeros, although small, significan
change the spectral shape, especially the relative promine
of the pole–zero cluster in the range of 2–4 kHz.

V. DISCUSSION

The simple tube model of American English /l/ pre
sented in this paper shows that both the supralingual ca
and the presence of two lateral channels result in pole–z
clusters aroundF3 and above. In the spectrum of the word
final /l/ in ‘‘bell’’ shown in Fig. 3, the pole–zero clusters
weakenedF3 andF4, thereby resulting in a fairly flat spec
trum between 1600 and 3400 Hz. In Fig. 13, we show t
long-term average power spectrum of the acoustic data of
sustained /l/ produced from the same speaker. In the s
tained /l/ spectrum,F3 andF5 have been weakened consid
erably by zeros andF4 is still evident around 3700 Hz. One
possible source of the variability in the /l/ spectral shape

h
al

FIG. 12. Vocal-tract acoustic response function for the simple-tube mo
with two nonuniform real lateral channels and a nonuniform supraling
cavity ~solid line!, and vocal-tract acoustic response function when the r
area function for the entire vocal tract~dash-dotted line! was used.

FIG. 13. Measured spectrum of sustained /el/ sound~solid line!, and pre-
dictions from measured vocal-tract area function with corrections for effe
of the source and the radiation~dash-dotted line!.
1279ng and C. Y. Espy-Wilson: Vocal-tract model for lateral sounds
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the relative movement of the poles and zeros. Figure 12
shown that the movement of the poles significantly affec
the overall spectral shape. In the simulations, we have sho
that the asymmetry of the lateral channels can contrib
zeros to the spectrum. The zero frequencies depend on
whole area functions of the lateral channels, and theref
are very sensitive to the changes in either the channel len
or the area at one point. This sensitivity will lead to a larg
variability in the zero location and therefore in the overall
spectral shape.

To compare the simulations with the real power spe
trum, the sound spectrum is estimated by adding the effe
of the source and radiation as discussed in Stevens~1998! to
the acoustic response function calculated by VTAR~dash-
dotted line in Fig. 12!. The resulting spectrum is shown in
Fig. 13 in comparison with the measured power spectrum
the sustained /l/. The two spectra compare well in their sp
tral shape, especially in the frequency locations of the re
nances and the zeros. The first and second formants and
peaks around 3700 and 4600 Hz in the sound power sp
trum are accurately predicted by VTAR. The pole–zero clu
ter in the predicted spectrum that is due to the lateral ch
nels coincide with the ripples in the same range~2000 to
3500 Hz! in the real power spectrum. The predicted zero d
to the supralingual cavity occurs during the relatively fl
part of the spectrum in the region between 3700 and 46
Hz. This agreement is not surprising given that the acous
modeling is based on the same speaker’s MRI data. In fa
the agreement between the power spectrum and the m
prediction is quite good considering that the acoustic a
MRI data were recorded at different times. The main diffe
ence is the prominence of resonances and antiresona
aboveF2. The predicted bandwidths of these poles and ze
are much narrower than those observed in the power sp
trum. It is possible that some losses related to the air pass
through the narrow lateral channels are either not modeled
are underestimated in Eq.~2!. In addition, there were some
errors involved in estimating the lengths and areas of
lateral channels and supralingual cavity, as discussed in S
III. Particularly, since the speaker’s teeth have not been
perimposed on the MRI slices, the cross-sectional areas
the lateral channels may be overestimated. Smaller area
the lateral channels will result in more loss, which cou
reduce further the prominence of the poles and zeros in
cluster region.

VI. CONCLUSION

A vocal-tract model with parallel lateral channels and
supralingual cavity has been developed in this study. Th
retical analysis based on uniform lateral channels shows
lateral channels may produce two types of zeros. The fi
1280 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 115, No. 3, March 2004
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type of zeros occurs at frequencies at which most of the in
airflow circulates around the lateral channel loop. The s
ond type of zeros occurs at frequencies at which the so
waves at the outlet of the two channels are 180° out of ph
with each other. Simulations based on both simple-tube d
and real data~for the lateral channels only! show that lateral
channels of small length~less than 4 cm! can produce zeros
in the range of 2–3 kHz, if they have nonuniform areas. T
addition of the supralingual cavity introduces another pol
zero pair in the 2–5 kHz range. Thus, this model shows t
both the lateral channels and the supralingual cavity are p
sible causes of the pole–zero clusters in theF3 –F5 region
during /l/ sound production.
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